$750,000 settlement highlights the need for HIPAA business associate agreements

Raleigh Orthopaedic Clinic, P.A. of North Carolina (Raleigh Orthopaedic) has agreed to pay $750,000 to settle charges that it potentially violated the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Privacy Rule by handing over protected health information (PHI) for approximately 17,300 patients to a potential business partner without first executing a business associate agreement. HIPAA covered entities cannot disclose PHI to unauthorized persons, and the lack of a business associate agreement left this sensitive health information without safeguards and vulnerable to misuse or improper disclosure. Raleigh Orthopaedic is a provider group practice that operates clinics and an orthopaedic surgery center in the Raleigh, North Carolina area.

OCR initiated its investigation of Raleigh Orthopaedic following receipt of a breach report on April 30, 2013. OCR's investigation indicated that Raleigh Orthopaedic released the x-ray films and related protected health information of 17,300 patients to an entity that promised to transfer the images to electronic media in exchange for harvesting the silver from the x-ray films. Raleigh Orthopedic failed to execute a business associate agreement with this entity prior to turning over the x-rays (and PHI).

"HIPAA's obligation on covered entities to obtain business associate agreements is more than a mere check-the-box paperwork exercise," said Jocelyn Samuels, Director of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office for Civil Rights (OCR). "It is critical for entities to know to whom they are handing PHI and to obtain assurances that the information will be protected."

In addition to the $750,000 payment, Raleigh Orthopaedic is required to revise its policies and procedures to: establish a process for assessing whether entities are business associates; designate a responsible individual to ensure business associate agreements are in place prior to disclosing PHI to a business associate; create a standard template business associate agreement; establish a standard process for maintaining documentation of a business associate agreements for at least six (6) years beyond the date of termination of a business associate relationship; and limit disclosures of PHI to any business associate to the minimum necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the business associate was hired.

The Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan can be found on the HHS website at: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.hhs.gov_hipaa_for-2Dprofessionals_compliance-2Denforcement_agreements_raleigh-2Dorthopaedic-2Dclinic_index.html&d=BQIFaQ&c=qRnFByZaiCb3ogDwk-HidsbrxD-31vTsTBE1a6YCCek&e=4b2Qocrw7AJi0RGf8_H8Lpd1mA6Qr-VJEaK2VKYG8s&_=qBLvy5uxVOalF2wLq4UWti4W_lnhA8ASpyve7z6CPeF0&c=. 
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